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Introduction: Most near-Earth object (NEO)
search efforts/discussions have employed/considered
ground-based searches, but space-based sensors have
been assessed for several years [e.g., 1; 2]; Stokes,
Yeomans, et al. [2] have performed the most extensive
analysis of the search capabilities of space-based and
ground-based systems and combinations thereof. Traditional opposition-based searches are particularly
effective at discovering the Apollo and Amor orbital
classes of NEO’s, less effective at discovering Atens,
and nearly incapable of finding IEO’s. Members of
the IEO class may only be found by ground-based
searches at low solar elongations with the ecliptic region most favourable [e.g., 3]. The low delta-v fraction
of the NEO population is also most efficiently sought
along the ecliptic plane near the Sun with the most
favourable solar elongations dependent upon the limiting magnitude of the survey instrument. Deployment
of a survey telescope in space allows much more efficient searching of the near-Sun regions of sky as the
limitations of the day – night cycle are removed. A
low-Earth orbit deployment also results in the greatest
warning efficiency for any space – based sensor considered by [2].
NEOSSat Spacecraft Design: The NEOSSat
spacecraft will be used by the Near-Earth Space Surveillance (NESS) project to discover and track NEO’s
[4]. NEOSSat will be a dual use mission, also observing artificial satellites in Earth orbit. Much of the microsatellite derives its technology from the MOST
(Microvariability and Oscillations of Stars) asteroseismology microsatellite mission [5] which is now in
its fourth year of operation. NEOSSat will be ~50 kg
deploying a telescope similar to the 15-cm aperture
f5.88 Maksutov on MOST. The spacecraft will be 3axis stabilized with a pointing precision of ~2
arcseconds in a ~100 second exposure. The NEOSSat

mission has completed Phase A with launch currently
anticipated in 2009, and will be the first in a series of
microsatellites based upon a multi-mission bus concept
developed by the Canadian Space Agency in cooperation with Defence Research and Development Canada
[6]. The spacecraft will be deployed into a Sun – synchronous orbit similar to that occupied by the MOST
spacecraft.
IEO Search Considerations: The capabilities and
advantages of a space-based asteroid search program
with this class spacecraft have been studied by [4],
with the near-Sun region offering the greatest research
return and results complementary to the much larger
ground-based search programs (Figure 1). This sky
region can only be routinely accessed from Earth orbit
and the search greatly benefits from having parallax
determinations to discriminate asteroids of interest
from Main Belt detections.
The near-Sun ecliptic
region does suffer from zodiacal light sky brightness
that can result in as much as one magnitude loss in
detection limit in the planned search region.
By definition, IEO’s occur only inside Earth’s orbit
so cannot be found by opposition searches. However,
the recent extension of search regions to the near-Sun
regions has resulted in the discovery of seven IEO’s
(as of this writing) primarily in 2003-2006. Figure 2
from [4] illustrates the sky distribution of IEO’s based
upon a model population. The planned NESS search
regions extend from 45° to 55° helioecliptic longitude
and ± 40° ecliptic latitude; although obviously desirable to search still closer to the Sun, baffle engineering
becomes more difficult as does zodiacal light interference (though the area could be profitably searched to
at least within 40°). Aside from the necessity of looking near the Sun and the zodiacal light sky brightness
problem, a near-Sun survey has some advantages over
traditional opposition surveys: firstly, as the search
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angle is tangential through the orbital distribution a
much larger volume of prospective space is covered
per search field for all NEO’s, and, secondly, the nearSun region has a relatively great path length where
asteroids are above a given brightness due to the asteroid – Sun distance remaining relatively constant while
the increasing asteroid – Earth distance is compensated
by the increasingly illuminated phase of the asteroid
with decreasing phase angle (Figure 3).
Population detection completeness is presented in
Figure 4 for a model IEO population and with a
slightly different search region [4]. For IEO’s, assuming limiting V magnitudes of 19 and 20, the completeness limits are 29% and 39%, respectively, for >1 km
diameter in a 3-year survey. Simulation showed that
almost all IEO’s detected were found at 45° to 55°
elongation, so this is the region that will be searched
pending additional simulation and observation results.
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Fig. 2. A modeled sky distribution of IEO asteroid
orbital class with the NESS project search areas superposed as dashed white lines. The colors defined in the
legend represent the number of model asteroids present
per square degree. (Adapted from Masi, 2003.)

Fig. 3. Apparent V magnitudes versus distance of an
H =18 asteroid at solar elongations of 45° and 55° on
the ecliptic plane. The IEO prospective space limits
are respectively at ~1.4 and 1.2 AU for 45° and 55°.

Fig. 1. Comparison of suggested search regions for
ground-based versus space-based sensors. The blue
box is the zone Harris et al. [7] suggest be targeted by
ground based (LSST) work and the yellow boxes the
straw-man NESS search regions. The green dots indicate locations of all potentially hazardous asteroids
(PHA’s) on the sky sampled once per lunation and
only when brighter than H+2. (Adapted from Harris et
al., 2006.) This illustrates the utility and complementarity of near Sun – ecliptic plane searches to groundbased.

Fig. 4. Percent completeness as a function of limiting
V magnitude and time for a survey of Aten and IEO
asteroids with diameters >1km covering solar elongations 45° to 70° on either side of the Sun and ±20° in
ecliptic latitude once per lunar month.

